Cover story FAMR one year on
six months later. But concerns
remain about advisers’ ability
to offer their services for this
amount.
Richard Freeman, chief
distribution officer at Old
Mutual Wealth and part of the
FAMR working group, sees the
new allowance as “recognition of
the advice industry”.
Mr Freeman says: “I think,
at last, we’ve got the Treasury,
regulator, [and] everyone is
aligned saying there is an advice
gap, advice is a good thing, and
recognising that consumers
have to pay for it when they take
regulated advice.”
However, despite the change,
many advisers still consider the
allowance to be restrictive, given
the annual limit remains £500.
Simon Webster, managing
director of Kent-based Facts
& Figures Chartered Financial
Planners, says: “It’s potentially
helpful as an idea, but what the
regulator doesn’t recognise is
that every pension provider in
the land has got to rewrite their
software, re-calculate their
sums, and do all sorts of things
to work out how they’re going
to provide for this marvellous
allowance that the government’s
just pulled out of thin air,
with no consultation with the
industry.”
While Mr Webster recognises
that some advisers could provide
some form of advice for £500, he
doesn’t believe it will be enough
“to make a huge amount of
difference”.
He adds: “We charge £250
per hour, but we’re chartered
financial planners, so that gives
[a prospective client] two hours
of our work. That’s probably
enough for a basic review, so
you could argue that it has some
advantages for some people.”
Old Mutual Wealth’s Mr
Freeman contends: “It’s difficult
to get full advice with £500 on its
own. But now you’ve got access
to probably close to £1,000
across a tax year, and perhaps a
top-up in the future, I think it’s
another good step.
“A lot of our advisers are
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willing to sit down and have an
exploratory meeting upfront that
probably doesn’t cost £500, so I
think we’re almost there.”
As well as in-person regulated
advice, the allowance can also
be used for robo or automated
advice. However, as so few
advice firms have the capacity
to deliver such services, as
well as the fact the new advice
definition has yet to be set, the
likelihood of consumers using
their allowance for robo-advice
remains relatively low.
Grey lines
The question of where to draw
the line between guidance and
advice, seen as crucial to closing
the advice gap, encouraging
innovation, and giving advisers
piece of mind when it comes
to interacting with clients, has

‘It’s difficult to
get full advice
with £500. But
now you’ve
got access
to close to
£1,000 across
a tax year, and
perhaps a topup in future,
I think it’s
another good
step’

Table 2: FAMR recommendations
scheduled for H1 2017
Recommendation

Planned start date Status

Implementation of
advice definition
change

Early 2017

Details awaited

Help firms provide
guidance and/or
"streamlined advice"

Consult by early
2017

Details awaited

Consider changing
qualification time limits

Consult in 2017

Details awaited

Provide guidance on
info required as part of
fact-finds

Consult in early
2017

Details awaited

Advice tax-break

Subject to
consultation

Revised and due
to come into force
in April

Increase tax exemption
for employer-arranged
pension advice

ImplementationQ2 Covered by above

What help can employers Publish factsheet
provide on financial
in early 2017
matters that is not
subject to regulation?

Details awaited

Employer guide to
supporting employees'
financial health

Publish guide in
early 2017

Details awaited

Design “rules of
thumb and nudges” to
encourage engagement
with finances

Initial testing
finished by Q1

Details awaited
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proved difficult for FAMR to
answer.
One recommendation made
by FAMR, for the working group
to publish a shortlist of potential
terms to describe “guidance” and
“advice”, was scheduled for the
second half of 2016, but it has yet
to materialise.
Mr Freeman acknowledges
that the definitions have
proven to be “a much harder
thing to define than we
thought, especially for younger
consumers” who “look at
guidance and advice very
differently to [those of us] who
have been in the industry and
are used to the term”.
FCA chair John GriffithJones also acknowledged
the difficulties in a speech in
February, saying the distinction
between advice and guidance
“once reasonably clear, has
become much greyer with the
advent of platforms and the
potential of robo-advice”.
The Treasury launched a
consultation on the subject last
September, proposing to amend
the definition so it is consistent
with the terminology used by
Europe’s Mifid II regulation,
which is due to come into force
on 1 January 2018.
The consultation closed in
November, but HMT is yet to
announce its next steps. This
may be a sign of the difficulties it
is facing.
Billy Mackay, marketing
director at AJ Bell, believes the
complexity of the topic is being
overplayed.
Mr Mackay says: “I don’t think
[the definition] is that difficult
to pin down. In the Treasury’s
March paper, they committed to
saying that they would provide a
definition, that it would be in line
with Mifid and it would be based
on requirements to provide a
personal recommendation, so
they’re already three quarters of
the way down the path.”
But some advisers, such
as Mr Webster, don’t agree.
“There is huge confusion in
the marketplace about the
boundaries of regulated advice.

